Trail conditions create potential hazards for hikers and other users.

Poor lighting and visibility conditions.

Trail heads are hard to identify and lack amenities.

High vehicle speeds and no bicycle or pedestrian facilities.

High collision rates in the area.

High pedestrian volumes from Bard College shuttle stop.

High pedestrian volumes from the college but no sidewalks or paths.

Hunting creates a potential hazard for trail users.

No available shoulders.

Poor visibility along the corridor.

Poor visibility along the turns.

Lack of bicycle facilities to connect trails, parks, and Bard College.

Poor lighting and visibility conditions.

Large amount of bicycle activity around the bike shop.

Flat, low-volume route that is currently used as a time trial loop for Bard College's cycling team.

Opportunity to connect the trail network to Rhinebeck.

Opportunity to connect the trail network to Rhinebeck.

Currently the shortest route from Bard College to Red Hook.

Farm Roads throughout the Region can be used for trails.

Possible connection opportunities.

Connection opportunity between parks.

Trail heads are hard to identify and lack amenities.

Possible new trail opportunity.

Lack of bicycle facilities to connect trails, parks, and Bard college.

Farm Roads throughout the Region can be used for trails.

High collision rates in the area.

High pedestrian volumes from Bard College shuttle stop.

High collision rates in the area.

Poor visibility along the turns.

High pedestrian volumes from Bard College shuttle stop.

Poor visibility along the turns.

Poor lighting and visibility conditions.

High vehicle speeds and no bicycle or pedestrian facilities.

No available shoulders.

Poor lighting and visibility conditions.

High collision rates in the area.

High pedestrian volumes from Bard College shuttle stop.

High collision rates in the area.

High pedestrian volumes from Bard College shuttle stop.

High collision rates in the area.